
Global fire emissions	


-  Brief update on GFED status and plans	

-  Ongoing activities to constrain fuel consumption	

-  Small fire issue	
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Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED)	


-  Data available for 1997 – recent time period	

-  Strong demand mostly from atmospheric community 

(±200 citations per year)	

-  Version 3 released in 2010 (0.5 degree, monthly)	

-  Version 4 burned area finished (Giglio et al., 2013, 

JGR-B, covering1995-2012)	

-  Version 4 emissions in progress (0.25 degree, daily)	


-  Stronger focus on fire characteristics (overlap with EWS?)	

-  More comparisons with fuel consumption measurements	




Fuel consumption activities	


-  Silvia Kloster (MPI) leads fuel consumption 
intercomparison in collaboration with Claire Granier 
and Cathy Liousse
http://www.mpimet.mpg.de/en/science/the-land-in-the-earth-system/fire-in-the-earth-system/
fci.html	


-  Workshop South Africa 2011 under GOFC umbrella	
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Small fires – the issue	


Fires large enough to be 
detected as hotspots, but not 
large enough to trigger the 
burned area algorithm: “small 
fires”	




forest ecosystems than for fires occurring in temperate and
boreal shrublands and forests [Mu et al., 2011]. The inferred
values of g also increased, suggesting the size of individual
fire scars for FCout derived from Aqua also increased.
[54] Sampling burn perimeters in the exact same location but

in the year before burning as a dNBR control in equation (4)
reduced our estimates of small fires by approximately 15%
globally. Similarly, using 8-day surface reflectance (MOD09A1)
instead of the 16-day vegetation index product (MOD13A1)
to derived dNBR reduced our estimates by 16% globally. One
possible issue related to use of the 8-day surface reflectance is
the presence of residual cloud contamination [Loboda et al.,
2007] that may be minimized with the compositing and lon-
ger sampling interval of the MOD13A1 product. Using only
middle and high confidence active fire retrievals from Terra
for the computation of a and g had only a minor effect on our
results, increasing small fire burned area by 6%. Within indi-
vidual regions, the impact of changing these model parameters
varied considerably (Table S1 in the auxiliary material).
An important next analysis step is to assess how the different
assumptions examined in the sensitivity analysis impact the
comparisons with evaluation data sets from the Canada, the
United States, Portugal, and Mali. This may guide future
refinements to estimates of small fire burned area. A summary
of the sensitivity results and their impact on BAtotal for differ-
ent regions (and globally) is shown in Table S1.
[55] Among the different combinations of sensitivity tests,

using middle and high confidence active fires and observa-
tions from Aqua would lead to a 55% increase in global BAsf
(assuming the changes from these two tests are additive)

whereas using Terra active fires with 8-day surface reflec-
tance and an alternative approach for constructing the pre-
fire dNBR control would lead to a 31% decrease. This !31
to +55% range across all the tests provided some informa-
tion about uncertainty levels. More formal estimates of
uncertainties (i.e., 95% confidence limits) were not possible
at this stage for BAsf because of a lack of quantitative
information regarding uncertainties in the different satellite
products we used and also because of a paucity of high
resolution burned area observations required for validation.
Approaches for quantifying and reducing uncertainties in
future work are discussed in Section 4.

3.6. Effects of Small Fires on Biomass
Burning Carbon Emissions
[56] Global carbon emissions during 2001–2010 increased

by 35%, from 1.9 Pg C/yr to 2.5 Pg C/yr, when BAsf was
included in GFED3 simulations (Figure 11 and Table 5).
Within most regions, the relative increase in emissions from
including small fires was smaller than that for burned area,
as a consequence of more BAsf occurring in vegetation types
with lower fuel loads (e.g., agriculture) and during times
when climate and fire persistence controls on combustion
completeness caused lower levels of fuel consumption
within the model. One exception to this was Central Asia
where small fire burned area increased carbon emissions
from vegetation types with higher fuel loads. Even though
13 of 14 regions had relative increases in emissions that
were smaller than the relative increases in burned area,
globally the percent increase in emissions (35%) was the

Figure 7. Percentage per year of burned area fraction in each 0.25" grid cell associated with (a) the orig-
inal 500 m MODIS burned area product (BAMCD64A1), (b) the small fire burned area product developed
here (BAsf), and (c) the total MODIS burned area (BAtotal). (d) The ratio of small fire to total burned area
in each grid cell (BAsf /BAtotal). These panels show the annual mean burned area fractions averaged using
all available data during 2001–2010.
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“The clash of civilizations”	


Remote sensing crowd 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
Modellers 	

	

	

	

	

	

No commission errors! 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
No bias!	




Wrap-up	


1.  Continued improvements of emissions estimates	

1.  Higher spatial resolution, moving towards native burned 

area resolution	

2.  Better representation of fire processes to account for 

variability in emission factors and combustion 
completeness	


2.  Increasing amount of feedback from atmospheric 
community (more species!)	


3.  Small fire issue requires additional efforts from both 
remote sensing (range, validation) and modelling 
communities (validation)	



